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A-PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR SOLUTIONS OF ELLIPTIC 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS. I 
BY 
FELIX E. BROWDER 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of December 19, 1959) 
Let A be a linear elliptic differential operator of order 2m with complex 
coefficients defined on a domain G of Euclidean n-space with boundary r. 
If {B1, ... , Bm} is a family of m differential operators of order less than 
2m defined on r, we consider the boundary-value problem: 
(1) Au=f in G, B1u=O on F for l<f<,m. 
In the context of the general theory of elliptic differential operators, 
it is of the greatest importance to obtain reproducing properties of the 
solutions u of (I) in terms of the inhomogeneous term f, i.e. assuming 
that flies in some given function space F, to show that the highest order 
derivatives of u which appear in A also lie in F. The two kinds of function 
spaces in which results of this kind have been successfully obtained in 
special cases are the LP spaces and the space C"'(G) of functions satisfying 
a Holder condition with exponent h on G. (We always assume that 
1 <p<oo, O<h< 1.) 
We begin with the precise statement of our general theorems which 
rest upon the analytical machinery presented below. 
We write the differential operator A in the form 
(2) A = 2 a,.(x) D'", 
1'"1<2m 
where the index IX runs over the n-tuples IX= (1X1, ... , 1Xn) of non-negative 
n n 
integers, DIX = IT (i-1 ()/()x1)1Xi, and jlXj = 2 IXJ. The characteristic form 
i-1 i=l 
a(x, C) is defined for the point x of G and the complex n-vector 
C=(CI, ... , Cn) by 
(3) a(x, C) = 2 aiX(x) C'", 
I1XI=2m 
where we have set 
" C'" =IT Cfi. 
i-1 
If {B~, ... , Bm} is a family of m differential operators defined on r, ri 
1) Sloan Fellow. 
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the order of BJ, and each TJ <2m, each of the operators B1 may be written 
in the form 
(4) B; = ! b;,p (x) J)P, 
lfJI<;;;;rJ 
for a point x in r, and the characteristic form of B1 is given by 
(5) b;(x, C) = ! b;,p (x) CP. 
lfJI=•J 
The domain G is required to be uniformly regular of class Q2m, 1) (For 
bounded domains, or more generally for domains whose boundary is a 
bounded set, this requirement is equivalent to the condition that the 
boundary be locally a manifold of class Q2m with an imbedding of class 
Q2m in En.) In particular, at every point x 9f r, the unit exterior normal 
vector no is well-defined as well as the (n-1)-dimensional tangent space 
to rat X. We shall denote the general elemflnt of this tangent space by t. 
Definition l. The boundary-value problem (A; B1, ... , Bm) will be 
said to be regular if the following three conditions are all satisfied: 
(a) The differential operator A is uniformly elliptic on G, i.e. there 
exists a constant c1>0 such that ja(x, ~)j;;;,.c11~12m for all x in G and every 
real n-vector ~. 
(b) For each point x on r, (no being the exterior .unit normal vector 
to rat x) and each unit tangent vector tat x, the polynomial a(x, t+A.no) 
in the single complex variable A. has exactly m roots with positive imaginary 
part (cou:rJ.ting roots with their multiplicities in the usual fashion). 
(c) Let Ot be a closed rectifiable Jordan curve in the upper A.-half 
plane which contains in its interior the zeros of a(x, t_+A.no) lying in that 
half-plane, and for 1 .;;;;,j, k.;;;;,m, let 
(6) PJk(x, t) = f A.i-1 bk(x, t+A.no) [a(x, t+A.no)]-1 dA.. 
c, 
Then there exists a constant c2 > 0 such that 
(7) JDet (PJk(x, t))j >C2 
for all X in F and all unit tangent vectors t to F at X. 
Definition 2. For an integer j;;;,.O, and real p with 1 <p<oo, let 
Wi.P(G) = { u : D"'u E LP(G) for I lXI < j, 
derivatives taken in the distribution sense}. 
with 
1 ) In general, Qk denotes continuously differentiable of order k. The precise 
definition of uniform regularity of class Q2m for a domain G in En is given by the 
writer in Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 45, 366 (1959). 
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Definition 3. For an integer j-,;;;.0, 0<h<1, let 
QJ,h(G) = { u: DIXu is continuous and uniformly bounded on G for 
11XI .;;;j, Ha.h(u) =sup ID"u(x) -Dau(y)l·lx-yl-h <CXJ for 11XI =j}. 
OJ, !lEG 
with 
lluJJai.h(Gl = L sup IDIXu(x)i + ,I Ha.h(u). 
Ia I< i uG 1"'1 ~i 
If we are given m differential operators B1, ... , Bm of orders <2m with 
uniformly bounded coefficients on r, each B1 maps any function u in 
R(G), the restriction to G of the infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in En, into LP(T), where the latter space is formed 
with respect to the (n-1)-dimensional measure induced on r by En. 
If G is uniformly regular of class Q2m, R(G) is dense in W2m,P(G) and 
the mapping u __,.. B 1ulr defined on R(G) may be extended to a bounded 
mapping of W2m,P(G) into LP(T), which we shall continue to denote by B 1• 
Similarly, but more simply, if the coefficients of each B1 satisfy a Holder 
condition with exponent h on r, B1 maps Q2m,h(G) into QO,h(T). Obviously, 
in both cases, we may localize the definition of the operators B1 by 
considering them as acting on functions u which lie in W2m, P(N) or 
G2m,h(N) for some neighborhood N on G of each boundary point. 
Theorem 1. Let G be an uniformly regular domain of class 
0 2m in En, (A; B1, ... , Bm) a regular boundary-value problem on G in the 
sense of Definition 1. Suppose that the coefficients aiX of A are measurable 
and uniformly bounded on G, with a,. uniformly continuous on G for all 1X 
with 11XI =2m. Suppose further that the coefficients bi.fJ of B1 have uniformly 
bounded tangential derivatives on r of all orders .;;;2m-r1. Let p be a real 
number with 1 < p < CXJ. Suppose that u is a function on G which lies in 
W2m,P1(N), 1 < p1 < CX) 1), for some neighborhood N of each point of the 
closure of G and satisfies the conditions B1u = 0, 1 < j < m at all points of r. 
Suppose that u lies in LP(G) and that Au lies in LP(G). 
Then u lies in W2m,P(G), and there exists a constant Cp, independent of 
Pl or u, such that 
lluli2m,p< Cp {IJAulio,p+ llullo,p}. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that G is uniformly regular of class 0 2m+l, and 
that the boundary-value problem (A; B1, ... , Bm) satisfies all the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1. Suppose further that aiX lies in QO,h(G) for all1X, while bi.fJ and 
all its tangential derivatives of order <2m- r1 satisfy an uniform Holder 
condition with exponent h, 0 < h < 1, on r. Suppose that u is a function 
1) The exponent Pl is some fixed number greater than l. The reduction of the 
case of general P1 to the case which we treat in detail (p = p1), as well as other 
transitional steps in the proof which we have omitted here, are given in detail in 
a forthcoming paper of the writer, "On the spectral theory of elliptic differential 
operators, I", to appear. 
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on G which lies in W2m.P1(N) for some neighborhood N of each point of the 
closure of G and some PI with 1 <PI< oo, and satisfies the null boundary 
conditions B1u=0 on r for 1 <j <,m. Suppose finally that Au lies in QO,h(G). 
Then u lies in Q2m,h(Q), and there exists a constant ch', independent of u, 
such that 
A-priori estimates of the type of Theorem 2 are often known as Schauder 
estimates because of Schauder's result for the Dirichlet problem for second 
order equations 1). Earlier interior estimates of Holder continuity of the 
highest-order derivatives had been given by E. HoPF for second-order 
equations 2). Results of this type for second-order operators are also to 
be found in the work of GIRAUD 3). For higher order equations, (and 
indeed for a very general class of elliptic systems) a generalization of 
Hopf's interior estimates has been given by DouGLIS and NIRENBERG 4). 
Estimates of the type of Theorem I were first obtained for the case 
of p = 2 and the Dirichlet problem for second order equations by SCHAUDER5) 
and somewhat later by CACCIOPOLI 6), MIKHLIN 7), and LADYZENSKAYA 8). 
For higher order equations and p = 2, estimates of the type of Theorem I 
for the Dirichlet problem for strongly elliptic operators were given by 
GusEVA 9) and BROWDER 10). (At the same time NIRENBERG 11 ) obtained 
a similar result which was slightly weaker). The writer's proof in 10) was 
carried through for a class of variational boundary-value problems having 
certain local homogeneity properties, and the method was extended by 
ARONSZAJN and SMITH 12) to avoid the latter restriction. For second-order 
systems, similar results had been obtained earlier by MoRREY 13) while 
interior estimates in £2(Q) had been given by FRIEDRICHS 14) and 
BROWDER 15) and similar interior estimates in LP(G) had been announced 
1 ) J. ScHAUDER, Math. Zeitschr., 38, 257-282 (1934). 
2) E. HoPF, Math. Zeitschr., 34, 191-233 (1931). 
3 ) A detailed account of Giraud's work as well as of the theory of Holder 
estimates for the Dirichlet problem for second-order elliptic operators is given by 
C. Miranda, Equazioni alle derivate parziali di tipo ellitico, Ergebnisse der Mathe-
matik, N.S., 2 (1955). 
4 ) A. DouGLIS and L. NIRENBERG, Comm. Pure App. Math., 8, 503-538 (1955). 
5 ) J. ScHAUDER, C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris, 199, 1366-1368 (1934). 
6 ) R. CACCIOPOLI, Giornale Mat. Battaglini, 80, 186-212 (1951). 
7 ) MIKHLIN, S. G., Doklad, Akad. Nauk., 78 (1951). 
8 ) 0. LADYZENSKAYA, Doklad. Akad. Nauk., 79, 723-5 (1951). 
9 ) 0. V. GusEvA, Doklad. Akad. Nauk, 102, 1069-1072 (1955). 
1°) F. E. BROWDER, Comm. Pure App. Math., 9, 351-361 (1956). 
11) L. NIRENBERG, Comm. Pure App. Math., 8, 649-675 (1955). 
12) An account of these (unpublished) results is given by J. L. LIONS in his Tata 
Institute lectures on elliptic equations, 1957. 
13) C. B. MORREY Jr., Annals of Math. Study 33, 101-159 (1954). 
14) K. 0. FRIEDRICHS, Comm. Pure App. Math., 6, 299-326 (1953). 
15 ) F. E. BROWDER, Annals of Math. Study 33, 15-51 (1954). 
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first by NmENBERG 1). For general p, m= 1, and the Dirichlet problem 
for a strongly elliptic operator, an estimate of the type of Theorem 1 
was given by KosHELEV 2). Estimates in £2(G) for the Dirichlet problem 
for operators A which are elliptic but not strongly elliptic were given by 
M. SCHECTER 3). 
Estimates on the whole domain G rather than compact interior 
subdomains in LP(G)andin Holder norm have been announced for various 
classes of boundary-value problems in recent years. The criterion of 
regularity in Definition 1 is due (with some modifications) to LoPATINSKI 4). 
Results in Holder-norm and LP(G) have been announced by BROWDER 5) 
and in Holder-norm and in £2(G) by AGMON, DouGLIS, and NmENBERG 
(jointly, unpublished), while estimates in £2(G) have been given for the 
regular class by M. ScHECTER 6). For the Dirichlet problem for strongly 
elliptic operators, estimates in LP(G) have been given by KoSHELEY. 7). 
Finally we might remark that results in slightly different but related 
directiqns .have been obtained by AGMON B), HoRMANDER 9), and 
MmANDA 10). If we assume stronger regularity conditions on Au, on the 
domain, and on the coefficients a /X and bi.fJ, we obtain correspondingly 
stronger results. More precisely, we have the following: 
Th~oren'l 1k. · Suppose that G is uniformly regular ofclass Q2m+k, k> 1, 
that. the boundary-value problem (A; B1, ... , P m) satisfies the hypotheses of 
'Theo'rem 1, and that, in addition, JDPa/XI are uniformly bounded on G for 
all:.d, a'r!4, for !PI ..;;;k, while the tangential derivatives of bi.fJ on r exist and 
are uniformly bounded; for .all orders <2m- r1 + k~ 
·'-' Suppo8(} further. that u is a function on G which lies in W2m.P1(N), for 
,some neighborho9d lf 'iri G_ of each point of the closure of G and some Pl 
with I'f:::p1<~·, and satisfies the -null boundary conditions Btu=O on 
r for 1 <i <,m. Suppose that u lies in LP(G) while Au lies in Wk,P(G). 
Then u lies in W2m+k,P(G), and there exists a constant Cp,k independent 
of u such that 
l!uJJ2m+k,p< Cp,k {I!Aul!k,p+ l!u!!o,p}· 
Theorem 2k·· SupposethatG is uniformly regular of class 0 2m+k+l, k:;;. 1, 
that the boundary-value problem (A; B1 , ... , Bm) satisfies the hypotheses 
'•"" .. 
1) L. NIRENBERG, Comin. Pure App. Math., 9, 509-530 (1956). 
2) A. ·1. KoSHELEV, Mat. Sbornik,. 38 (1956) . 
. 
3) M. ScHECTER, Amer. Jour. Math., 79, 431-443 (1957). 
4 ) YA. B., LOPATINSKI, Ukranian Mat. Jour., 5, 123--151 (1953). 
5 ) F. E. BROWDER, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 382 (1956); Edinburgh Math. 
Congress 1958; C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris, 246, 526-528 (1958); Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 
U.S.A., 45, 365-372 (1959). 
6} M. SCHECTER, Comm. Pure App. Math., 12, 37-66 (1959). 
7) A. I. KosHELEV, Uspekhi Mat. Nauk., 13, 29-88 (1958). 
8) S. AGMON, Jour. d'Analyse Math., 6, 183-223 (1958). 
9) L. HORMANDER, Acta Math., 99, 225-264 (1958). 
lO) C. MmANDA, Annali di Matematica, 46, 265-312 (1958). 
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of Theorem 2, and that, in addition, DPa/X satisfy an uniform Holder condition 
with exponent honG for all"' and for IPI <..k, while the tangential derivatives 
of b;,p on r exist and satisfy a Holder condition with exponent h on r for 
all orders <.. 2m- r 1 + k. 
Suppose further that u is a function on G which lies in W2m•P1(N) for 
some neighborhood N in G of each point of the closure of G and some Pl 
with 1 < Pl < oo, and satisfies the null boundary conditions B1u = 0 on r for 
1 <..j <.,m. Suppose that Au lies in Qk,h(G). 
Then u lies in Q2m+k,h(G), and there exists a constant c'n,k, independent 
of u, such that 
Remark l. To avoid a somewhat lengthy step-by-step approximation 
argument, we shall assume in Theorems (1) and (1k) that p=p1 
Similarly, in Theorems (2) and (2k), we shall assume that u lies in 
Q2m,h(G) (e.g. considering only the a-priori bound in Theorem 2). Since 
the restricted situation contains the most significant analytic features 
of the discussion, we shall leave the argument for the more general case 
using the results established here to a more detailed exposition 3). 
We begin our argument by deriving Theorems (1), (1k), (2), and (2k) 
from the following two somewhat simpler theorems. 
Theorem 3. Let A be an uniformly elliptic differential operator of 
order 2m on the cube N1={x: x EEn, jx,j<2for 1<..j<..n}, with ja/X(x)j<..M 
on N1 for all "'· Then there exists a constant ca > 0 (which depends only on 
the constant of ellipticity of A) such that if ~ ja/X(X)- a/X(O)j < ca,p, 
la<l-2m 
for x in N 1, there exists a constant kp>O, (depending only on the constant of 
ellipticity c1 and the bound M), such that if u lies in W2m,P(Nl) and 
N2 = {xjjx1j <.. 1 }, then, 
jjujjw2m,p<N,) < kP {jjAujjV'<N,) + jjujj.LI'(N,)}· 
(b) Let 
N1+={x: x E N1, X1>0}, H={x: x E N1, X1=0}, N2+={x: x E N2, x1>0}. 
Let A be an uniformly elliptic differential operator. of order 2m on 
N1+, (B1. ... , Bm) a family of m differential operators with coefficients 
defined on H, with the order of B1=r1< 2m. Suppose that ja/X(x)j <..M on N1+, 
and that ID"b;,p(x)j<..M on n for lrl< 2m-r,, (D" denoting derivatives 
with respect to the (n-1) variables (x2, ... , Xn)). 
Suppose that (A; B1, ... , Bm) is a regular boundary-value problem on 
N 1 +in the sense of Definition 1. Then there exists a constant C4,p > 0 (depending 
only on the constant of uniform ellipticity c1 and the constant of regularity C2) 
such that if 
m 
~ ja,.(x)-a,.(O)j + ~ ~ jb;,p(y)-b;,p(O)j < c4 ,p 
l<>l-2m i-1 IPI-r; 
I5I 
for all X in Nl+ and ally in n, there exists a constant kp depending only 
only on c2,c1, and M such that for all u in W2m,P(N1+) B1u=O on F1 for 
I .;;;;j .;;;;m, we have 
Theorem 4. (a) Let A be an uniformly elliptic differential operator 
of order 2m on N1 with lla,.llco.h,N,l < M for all G¥ and some h with 
0 < h < I. Then there exists a constant cn' > 0 (depending upon the constant 
of ellipticity Ct) such that if ! laa(X) - a"'(xo) I < Cn' for x in N1, there 
l<>l~2m 
exists a constant kn' > 0 (depending only on c1 and M) for which for any u 
in Q2m,h(N1), we have 
llullc2m,h,N,l ~ k~ {IIAullc0·h(N,) + llullc0·h(N,)}· 
(b) Let A be an uniformly elliptic differential operator of order 
2m on N1+, (B1, ... , Bm) a family of m differential operators with coefficients 
defined on n, and with the order of Bj=rj< 2m. Suppose that lla"'llco,h(N,+) .;;;;M, 
and that liD bi.PIIco.htr,l .;;;;M. 
Suppose that (A; B1, ... , Bm) is a regular boundary-value problem on 
N 1 + in the sense of Definition I. There exists, in that case, a constant 
c1" > 0, (depending only on the constants c1 and c2) such that if 
m 
! la,.(x)-a"(O)I+! ! lbi,p(x)-bi,p(O)I ~ c~, 
I<XI=2m i-1 IPI=r1 
for aU X in Nl+ and all y in n, then there exists a constant kn" (which 
depends only on c2, C1, and M), such that for all u in Q2m,h(N1+) with 
B1u=O on F1, I.;;;;j.;;;;m, we have 
llullc2m,h,N,+l ~ k~ {IIAullc0·h(N,+l + llullc0·h(N,+)}· 
Remark on the derivation of Theorems I, Ik, 2, and 2k from Theorems 
3 and 4. Theorem 2 in the restricted form of Remark I follows directly 
from Theorem 4 by transplanting neighborhoods in G of points in G 
to standard cubes or half-cubes (as we can do by the uniform regularity 
of G). For bounded domains G, Theorem I follows by the same argument 
from Theorem 3. For an unbounded domain G which is uniformly regular, 
there exists a covering {Nk'} of G by neighborhoods such that there exist 
N k 'J N k' and uniformly regular homeomorphisms 4>k of N k n G onto 
the cube N1 or on the half-cube N1+ with Nk n r mapped onto F1 and 
with 4>k(Nk') C N2, at most a fixed number rn of the sets Nk have a 
non-empty intersection, and the family {Nk} can be chosen of such small 
diameter that the oscillation of the coefficients the transplanted operator 
A and of the transplanted boundary operators B1 can be made as small 
as we please. Transplanting the inequalities of Theorem 3 back to N k, 
we have 
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Since u and Au both lie in LP( G) and since the covering- by the { N k} 
covers each point at most r~-times, we see that z jjujj~2m,"<N~:'> < oo, 
k 
u must lie in W2m,v(G), and by summation, we have the inequality 
jjujj~2m."<G>.::;;; rn k1.t> {jjAujj~<Gl + jjujj~<G>}· 
Theorems I~c and 2~c follow by induction by a standard estimation of 
tangential difference quotients. (Here, as contrasted with the similar 
process for the estimation in variational boundary value problems, there 
will be at most one derivative at each step which cannot be obtained 
from the tangential estimation, and the estimate of that derivative is 
obtained from the differential equation Au= f.) 
Our main concern in the following discussion is to reduce Theorems 
3 and 4 to corresponding assertions concerning boundary-value problems 
for operators with constant coefficients, and then to establish these latter 
results in the constant-coefficient case. We shall carry through the 
reduction process in relative detail only for the W2m,P-estimates of 
Theorem 3. The corresponding process for the Holder-estimates ·in 
Theorem 4 is quite standard and runs along similar lines. 
n 
Lemma I. Let 'IJ'(x) = II (I-x,2) in N1, and zero outside N1. Then 
i=1 
for u in W2m,v(N1), 'IJ'2mu lies in W2m,v(En), and for each j with 0< 1<2m, 
we have an inequality of the form 
(8) Z ll'lfli .DPujj~P.::;;; kP { Z ll'lfllll1Dilujj~(Gl}i/2m ·jjujj~(:l-il/2111, 
lill =i liJI.;;;2m 
with a constant kp independent of u. 
Similarly if u lies in W2m,P(N1+), then 'IJ'2mu lies in W2m,P(N1+) and 
(I) holds, with the LP-norms being taken over N 1+. 
Proof of Lemma I. It suffices by an inductive argument to prove 
that if j{lj=j, with 0<j<2m, that we have 
(9) jj'IJ'il Dllujj~,;;;; k; z jj'IJ'I"'ID"ujj~. z jj'IJ'I<>ID"ujj~. 
l<>l.;;;i+1 l<>l.;;;i-1 
Since R(Nt) is dense in W2m,v(Nt), we may assume u to be as smooth 
as we please. The inequality (9) is equivalent to the validity for every 
8 > 0 of the following inequality: 
(9)' ll'lflliliDiluii~.P.::;;; 8 z I!'IJ'I"'ID"ull~.t>+k;e-1 z I!'IJ'I"'ID"ull. 
lal.;;;i+1 l.,l.;;;i-1 
Since 'lfJ is a product of functions of the separate variables, it suffices 
to prove for a function v of a single real variable s for 0.;;;; s.;;;; I (or - I < s < I) 
that (setting dfds=Ds), 
1 1 1 
(10) f (I-s2)P jD8 ujP ds.::;;; 8 f (l-s2)2P jD82 vj ds +ke- 1 f I vjP ds. 
0 0 0 
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(The case for -1<;s.;;:1 can be derived from summing (10) over the 
sub-intervals [0, 1] and [ -1, OJ). 
The weaker inequality 
b b b 
( 10)' I JD8 vJP ds "'( 8 I JD82 v/P ds + k8- 1 I JvJP ds, 
a a a 
(k, independent of a and b), for all 8>0, is equivalent to 
b b b 
(10)" I JD8 vJP ds "'( k{f JD8 2vJ ds}t{f jv/Pds}t. 
a a a 
To obtain (10)", and hence (10)', it suffices by a linear change of variables 
to take a= -1 and b= + 1. We observe first that if c;.> 1 and if the 
function his chosen in 0 2(E1) with h(y)=1 for Y<i,h(y)=O for y;.>1," 
then on the interval ( -c, 0), 
1 
D8 w(s) =-I {(D8 2 w) (y) h(y-s)-w(y) h"(y-s)} dy, 
s 
and therefore 
s+1 s+1 
IDsw(t)j "'(I jDs2 w(y)Jdy+k I jw(y)jdy, s<O. 
Similarly for s>O, 
8 • 
jDsw) (s)j "'( I j(Ds2W) (y)jdy+k I jw(y)jdy. 
s-1 s-1 
Thus if c;.> I, we have 
c c 
I IDswJPds "'( k I {jD82 wjP+JwJP}ds, 
-c 
-c 
with k independent of c. Setting w(s)=v(8s), C=8-1, we obtain 
1 1 +1 
I IDs vjP ds "'( 8 I jDt2 vjP ds + k1 8- 1 I jvjP ds, 
-1 -1 -1 
which implies (10)" and hence (10)'. 
Finally, to obtain (10) from (10)' and (10)", let a12=1-2i,j;.>O, and 
write the left-hand side of (3) as 
oo ai+1 2 I (1-s2)P jDt vjP ds. 
i=O a1 
Note that 
a;+l a;+l 
I (1-s2)PjD8 vjPds"( (1-a21)P I JD8 vJPds 
~ ~ 
ai+l a;+l 
"'( k{ I (I-a21)2P jD82vjPds}i{ I JvJPds}t 
~ ~ 
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Summing over j, since the last coefficient of e-I is bounded for all j, 
we obtain (10), and the Lemma is proved. 
Our basic result for operators with constant coefficients, which we 
shall establish below, is the following: 
Theorem 5. Let Ao be a homogeneous elliptic differential operator of 
order 2m in En with constant coefficients, (B1,o, ... , Bm,o) a family of m 
homogeneous differential operators with constant coefficients on En, with 
the order of Bt,o=rt<2m. Suppose that the boundary-value problem 
(Ao; B1,o, ... , Bm,o) satisfies the regularity condition of Definition I with 
respect to H considered as part of the boundary of N1+. Then: 
(a) There exists a constant kp, (depending only on the constant of 
ellipticity c1 and the bound M on the coefficients of Ao) such that if u lie8 
in Jv2m,P(NI) and has compact support in N1, then 
JJuilw2m,~><N,> ~ kp IIAoulJL~><N,> · 
(b) There exists a constant kp' (depending only on c1, the constant of 
regularity C2, and the bound M' on the coefficients of Ao and the Bt,o) such 
that if u and v are elements of W2m,P(NI+) whose supports are contained in 
a compact subset of N1+ u H, and if 
B;,o = 2 c;.11(x) Dllv on H, I~ j ~ m, 
1/ll ,.;;;r1 · 
with D"'c;,p bounded on H for j~Xj..;;;2m-rJ, then: 
m 
JJullw2m.v<N,+>.;:;;; k'p{jJAoullv<N,+>+ 2 2 JJc;,pflllvJJw2m-rt.~<N,+>}· 
i=l 1111 ,.;;;ri 
(c) There exists a constant ka (depending only on c1 and M), such that 
if u lies in 0 2m,k(NI) and has compact support in N 1, then: 
JJuJic2m,h<N,> ~ khAullcO·h<N.>· 
(d) There exists a constant ka' (depending only on c1, c2, and M'), such 
that if u and v lie in 0 2m,k(Nl+) and have compact support in N 1+ u H, 
and if for I..;;;j..;;;m,Bt,oU= 2 C;,p(x)Dilv on H, (the C;,p(x) lying in 
1/ll ..;;;r1 Q2m-r;, k(F1)), then: 
II u II c2m,h<N, + > .;:;;; k' 1i {II Ao U II c0·h<N, + > + 
m 
+ 2 2 IJci./1 Dll vllc2m-rs,h<N1 +>}· 
}=1 1/ll ..;;;r1 
Proof of Theorem 3 using Theorem 5: (a) Suppose that u 
lies in W2m·P(Nl) and let Au= f. We set Ao = 2 a .. (O)D"'. If V='1Jl2mu, 
l"'l=2m 
where "P is the function defined in Lemma 1, then v has compact support 
in N1, andAov=Av+(Ao-A)v=A("P2mu)+(A0 -A)v. By (a) of Theorem 5, 
we have 
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Since 
A(?p2m u) = "1'2mAu + L cp(x) "''lfil Dflu, 
lfll<2m 
with the functions Cp uniformly bounded independently of u, and if the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3(a) holds on the oscillation of the top order 
coefficients of A, we have 
IIAoviii)'<N,l ~ IIAviiLP<N,l +II (Ao-A) viiLP<N,l < 
< 11/IILP<N,l + k L 11'11'1/il Dflull + c3,p llvllw2m.P(N,l · 
lflf.;;;2m-1 
In particular if kpc3,p<f, for example, we will have 
On the other hand, 
llvll~2m.P<N,l = L IID"("''2mu)I\~P<N,l ~ J<>J.;;;2m 
~ L 11'11'1" 1 D"uii~<N,l- k2 L 11'11'1/il DilulliP<N,l · 
J<>J.;;;2m J/if.;;;2m-1 
Combining this with the preceding inequality, we obtain 
By Lemma l, however, 
L 11'11'1/il Dfl uii~P ~ (2k2,p)-1 L 11'11'1"'1 D"' uii~P+ k31Juii~P · 
lflf.;;;2m-1 l<>f.;;;2m 
Thus, 
(b) Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3 (b) hold for the boundary 
value problem (A; B1, ... , Bm) on N1+ with respect to portion Tr of its 
boundary, and suppose that u lies in W2m,P(N1+) and satisfies the 
homogeneous boundary conditions B1u = 0 on Fr. (The extension of the 
conclusion of Theorem 3(b) to inhomogeneous boundary conditions will 
be obvious from the proof which follows.) 
Let V=?p2mu. The function v lies in W2m,P(N1+) and has compact support 
in N 1+ u Fr. We may therefore apply the results of Theorem 5(b) to v. 
Let 
Ao = L a,.(O) D", Bi.o = L bi.fi(O) Dfi. 
!<>1-2m lfil-•J 
Let Au= f. Then: 
Aov =Av + (Ao- A)v = A(?p2mu) + (Ao -A)v, 
B1, 0v = B1v+ (B1, 0 - B1)v = BJ(?p2mu)+ (B1, 0 - B1)v. 
11 Series A 
As before, 
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A(1p2mu)=1p2mAu+ L Cp(X)1plf31Df3u, 
lf31.;;2m-1 
with the functions cp(x) uniformly bounded independently of u. Similarly, 
for each j, 
B/1p2mu)=1p2mBiu+ L d{3.i(X)1plf31+r,Df3u= L d}.f31f'lf31+riDf3u. 
Ill I <rJ 1{31 <r; 
In addition, 
where for 
(B,,o-Bt) v = L di,f3(x) 1plfJI+r; D!l u, 
1{31,;;;; Tj 
lfJI = ri, di.p(x) = bi,p(O)-b3,f3(x). 
Set ci.f3 = di.f3+di.!l· Then v will satisfy the equations 
AoV=1p2mf+ L c[!(x)'lfJI!liDilu+ L [a"(O)-a"(x)]1p2mD"u, x inN{, 
liJI.;;2m-1 l<>l=2m 
Bi.oV= L ci.!l(X)1pl!ll+r,Df3u, on rv 1<.j<.m. 
lfJI,;;;; r; 
By Theorem 5(b), we obtain the inequality 
llvl[~2m,P(N,+l ~ k;{ll/lliPtN,+l + k2 L 111f'lf3l Df3uii~(N,+l + 
lf31.;;2m-1 
+c~.P L ll1f' 1 " 1 D"uii~(N,+l+L L llci.f31f'1!ll+r;Df3ullip}. 
lal-2m i lf31,;;;; TJ 
By the definition of the function ci.f3 and the hypotheses on the bi.f3' 
we obtain 
1Jvll~2m.P(N,+l,;;;;;; k;{ll/ll.o'tN,+l + L 111f'lfll DPullrJ'tN,+l + 
lill .;;2m 1 
+ c~.P L 1111'1"1 D" u II iP(N, + 1} · 
lal.;;2m 
The rest of the proof is completely parallel to (a), choosing kp"ci.P< -!, 
removing the terms of order 2m from the right hand side, and applying 
Lemma 1 to reduce the u terms on the right hand-side to order zero. 
Constant coefficients. The proof of Theorem 5 is based upon 
an integral representation for u on N1 or on N1+ in terms of Ao u and 
the boundary operators Bj,O u on the boundary set n. From this integral 
representation, we obtain the conclusions of Theorem 5 by applying 
theorems on singular integral operators, due in the case of the LP-estimates 
to CALDERON and ZYGMUND 1 ). 
For the sake of brevity, since the integral representation on N1 follows 
from well-known facts on the existence and structure of a translation-
invariant fundamental solution for a homogeneous linear elliptic differential 
1) A. P. CALDERON, and A. ZYGMUND, Acta Math., 88, 85-139 (1952); Amer. 
Jour. Math., 78, 289-309 (1956). 
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operator with constant coefficients, we shall consider explicitly below 
only the problem on N1+. We shall state the precise result obtained in 
the form of the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let A 0 be a homogeneous linear elliptic differential operator 
of order 2m with constant coefficients on En, (B1,o, ... , Bm,o) a family of m 
homogeneous linear differential operators with constant coefficients on En, 
with r1 =the order BJ,o<2m. 
Let a((,") and b,((,") be the characteristic forms of A 0 and B1,0 respectively, 
and assume that the problem (Ao; B1, ... , Bm,o) is regular in the sense of 
Definition 1 with respect to H. 
Let En+={x: x EEn, X1>0}, En-1={xJ x EEn, X1=0}. Then: 
(a) On En- {0}, there exists a positive homogeneous function K(x) of 
degree 2m- n, with all its derivatives of order <2m- 1 continuous on the 
unit sphere and its 2m-th derivatives having at most a jump discontinuity 
at x1 = 0, such that if 
v(x) = I K(x-y)f(y)dy, 
E+ 
n 
for f E C';'(En+ u En-1), then v lies in 0 00 (En+ u En-1) n Wr~· 2 (En+), and 
Aov= f. 
The mapping f ----')>- v is a continuous linear mapping from LcP(En +) into 
Wr~·P(En+) and of C~·h(En+) into czm,h(En+). 
(b) For each iX with J1XJ=2m-1 and j,{3 with 1.;;;j.;;;m, Jf3J<2m-r,, 
there exists a function Sa.i,fJ(x) on En- {0}, positive homogeneous of degree 
2m-n-Jf31- r1 and infinitely differentiable on the unit sphere JxJ = 1, such 
that if u is a solution with compact support of 
A 0u=0 on En+; B;,ou=gt on En-1 for 1.;;;j.;;;m, then for x in En+, 
n 
(D"'u) (x) =I I I scx.i.fJ(x-y) (Dflgi) (Y)dy, 
i = 1 lfJJ<:;; 2m-r; En-1 
n 
(y = (y2, ... , Yn), dy =IT dyi). 
i=2 
(c) If u is a solution in 0 00(En+ u En-1), with compact support in 
En+ u En-1, of 
A 0 u =fin E;};; Bi. 0 u = I ci.fJ(x) DfJv0 on En_ 1 , 
lfJJ<:;; ri 
where v0 lies in C'f:(En+u En-1), then D"' u can be represented in the form 
(D"u) (x) =I I SO<,i,{!{x-y) (Dflgi) (y) dy+ I (D"K) (x-y) f(y) dy, 
i.fJ En-1 E;}; 
where J1XJ =2m -1 
gi(Y) = I ci.fJ(Y) DfJ vo- I bi.fJ(y) DfJ v, 
lfJJ<:;; r1 lfJJ<:;; •; 
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and the functions v, K, and Sa,i,f3 are as described in (a) and (b) above. 
Each of the integrals in the sum can be represented as 
I Sa,i.f!(x-y) (Df3gi) (y) dy =- i I (D1 Sa,i) (x-y) (Df3gi) (y) dy-
En-1 Et 
- i I Sa,i,f3(x- y) (D1 Df3 gi) (y) dy. 
Et 
These last integrals yield continuous mappings of (f, vo) from LcP(En +) x 
X LcP(En +) into D"'u in Wt,;J'(En +) and similarly of (f, vo) in C~·h(En +) x 
xC~·h(En+) into C1 ·h(En+). 
The conclusions on the boundedness of the mappings of function spaces 
follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let L(x) be a homogeneous function of degree (1-n) on 
En- {0} with L continumt8 on the unit sphere and each D1L continuous on 
the unit sphere except for a possible jump discontinuity at x1 = 0. Let 
v(x) = I L(x-y) dy 
E+ 
n 
with f E LP(En+). Then D1v (taken in the distribution sense) must equal 
lim I (DiL) (x-y) f(y) dy, 
6-+0 lvl;;.6 
where the latter limit exists in LP(En+) by the theorems of Calderon and 
Zygmund 1). If f lies in QO,h(En+), then D1v lies in QO,h(En+). 
Moreover, we have 
II Di V II.LJ!(En +) ~ kp II f II.LJ!(En +) ' 
IIDi vllo0•h(En +) ~ kh ll/llo0·h(En+l • 
Proof of Lemma 2. We note first that D1L is a Calderon-Zygmund 
kernel, since it is positively homogeneous of degree ( -n) and 
I (DiL) (x) dx = 0. 
«lxi<A 
(Similarly, 
I ni(Y) L(y) dy = 0, 
lvl~• 
where nJ(Y) is the j-th component of the unit normal to the sphere of 
radius e about the origin with the normal taken at the point y). 
We need show only that 
Div =lim I (DiL)(x-y) f(y) dy. 
6
-+0 lv-xl;;.6 
We have, however, for any testing function cp, 
(Di v, cp) = -I v(x) Di cp(x) dx = -lim I 
6-+0 l:>:-vl;;,6 
L(x-y) f(y) (Die/>) (x) dydx =-lim I L(x-y) (D cp) (x) f(y) dxdy. 
e-->-0 lx-'vl;;.6 
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Moreover, 
I L(x-y)(Dd))(x)dx= I (DiL)(x-y)rf;(x)dx+ 
1x~v1;;. • lx-vl;;. • 
lx-vl=• 
Since the last term is uniformly O(c:) for y in N 1+ and since f lies in 
LP for p> 1, we obtain 
(Div, rfo) =lim I (DiL) (x-y) f(y) rf;(x) dx = 
e->0 lv-xl;;.• 
= rf;(x) lim I (DiL) (x-y) f(y) dydx, 
e-..O lv-xl;;. e 
and the derivative formula is established. 
(To be continued) 
